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Cops Dont Cry A Book Of Help And Hope For Police
Families
Like in Sicilians Don't Cry, Sicilians Don't Cry II using the expression, will take
you on a roller coaster ride like you have never been on before. It will make you
laugh, make you cry, and pray that what happens to my twin brother Giovanni
Guzzardo and I never happens to you. And again I want to state that I have lived
one of the most bizarre, wildest, dangerous and tragic life any human being could
have ever lived. I have been stabbed and shot before, damn near beaten to
death by people with baseball bats, and being Catholic received my last rites two
times. In my life I made a lot of big money, blew a lot of big money, did a lot of
gambling, drank a lot of alcohol, did a lot of drugs, and from becoming a normal
sex addict, I became a hardcore sadist and masochist sex addict.
Nothing worth doing is easy--and that includes loving a cop. Being a member of
the law enforcement community is a source of pride for officers and families alike.
But long hours, unpredictable shifts, and the crisis-driven nature of the profession
can turn life on the home front into an emotional roller coaster. Dr. Ellen
Kirschman, a psychologist who's worked with police officers for more than 30
years, gives you practical ways to deal with the challenges that come with the
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territory. Packed with stories from cops and their significant others, this book
explains how to reduce spillover from on-the-job stress and cope with loneliness
or worry during extended deployments. Dr. Kirschman acknowledges the tough
realities of 21st-century law enforcement and offers frank, realistic suggestions
for handling serious issues like alcohol abuse and domestic violence. She also
covers special topics for women and minorities on the force. Whether you read it
from cover to cover or reach for it when problems arise, I Love a Cop is an
indispensable tool that everyone in your family can depend on. Mental health
professionals, see also Counseling Cops: What Clinicians Need to Know, by
Ellen Kirschman, Mark Kamena, and Joel Fay.
Cops Don't CryA Book of Help and Hope for Police FamiliesCreative Bound
Incorporated
A bag of chips. That's all sixteen-year-old Rashad is looking for. What he finds
instead is a fist-happy cop, Paul, who mistakes Rashad for a shoplifter, mistakes
Rashad's pleadings that he's stolen nothing for belligerence, mistakes Rashad's
every flinch at every punch the cop throws as further resistance and refusal to
STAY STILL as ordered. But how can you stay still when someone is pounding
your face into the pavement? There were witnesses: Quinn - a varsity basketball
player and Rashad's classmate who has been raised by Paul since his own
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father died in Afghanistan - and a video camera. Soon the beating is all over the
news and Paul is getting threatened with accusations of prejudice and racial
brutality. Quinn refuses to believe that the man who has basically been his
saviour could possibly be guilty. But then Rashad is absent. And absent again.
And again. And the basketball team - half of whom are Rashad's best friends start to take sides. As does the school. And the town. Simmering tensions
threaten to explode as Rashad and Quinn are forced to face decisions and
consequences they had never considered before.
Callum Ormond has been warned. He has 365 days. Cal's terrifying adventure
continues, and with only 122 days left, things have reached the boiling point! Now
convinced that Oriana was behind his sister's kidnapping, Cal teams up with
Boges to pull off a plan to extract vital information from her. But will spying on his
would-be killer reveal what he needs... or put him in the line of fire?
Trying to gain employment, in a society that prides itself on social equality, forces
a Black Jamaican-Canadian woman to live through the racist hiring practices of
Canadian governmental institutions, i.e., the Canadian Armed Forces and the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP). The failure of the Canadian Human
Rights Commission, to uphold her Canadian Constitutional Rights, left her with
the belief that the dominant group (Caucasian) is free to practice racism with
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impunity. In absolute despair, she embraces thoughts of death as a relief from
her life. Paradoxically, the source of her desire to die is also the source of her
desire to live.
Power: Police Officer Wellness, Ethics, and Resilience collectively presents the
numerous psychic wounds experienced by peace officers in the line of duty,
including compassion fatigue, moral injury, PTSD, operational stress injury,
organizational and operational stress, and loss. Authors describe the negative
repercussions of these psychic wounds in law enforcement decision-making, job
performance, job satisfaction, and families. The book encompasses evidencebased strategies to assist law enforcement agencies in developing policy
programs to promote wellness for their personnel. The evidence-based
techniques presented allow officers to get a more tangible and better
understanding of the techniques so that they apply those techniques when on
and off-duty. With forewords authored by Dr. John Violanti (Distinguished Police
Research Professor) and Dr. Tracie Keesee, Vice President of the Center of
Policing Equity, this book is an excellent resource for police professionals, police
wellness coordinators, early career researchers, mental health professionals who
provide services to law enforcement officers and their families, and graduate
students in psychology, forensic psychology, and criminal justice. Platinum
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Award Winner 2019, Homeland Security Awards - American Security Today
Provides reader with evidence-based strategies to promote officer wellness
Covers compassion fatigue, moral injury, PTSD, operational stress, and more
Written by established scholars and professionals from a law enforcement
context
Police Officers Don't Cry We Wine Weekly Planner 2021 Gift Ideas. Cute
Organizer Journal For A Police Officer With To Do List, Calendar View & Notes
Sections. Calendar Year With Weekly & Monthly Planner & At A Glance Calendar
Diary. Best Police Officer Appreciation, Thank You Or Christmas, End Of Year
Present. Title Page Includes Space To Be Personalized Dimensions 8.5" x 11",
Large Cool, Funny And Unique Police Officer Gift For Men, Women, Mom, Dad,
Son, Daughter, Students Or Graduates. Quality White Paper Interior Great As An
Appreciation, Thank You, Retirement, Promotion, Graduation, Birthday,
Christmas, Thanksgiving, End of Year or Just Because Gift For New, Future or
Awesome Police Officer.
Kevin Maxwell was a dream candidate for the police force - he had a long-held
desire to serve his community, a strong moral compass and a clear aptitude for
both the strategic and practical aspects of policing. And, as a gay black man from
a working class family, he could easily have been a poster boy for the force's
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stated commitment to equal opportunities. Joining just after the 9/11 attacks,
Kevin entered policing determined to keep communities safe in the face of a
changing world. But instead he came up against entrenched prejudice, open
racism and homophobia. For more than ten years, Kevin strove against the odds,
until he took the force to an employment tribunal - with devastating results.
Forced Out is a revelatory expos combining deeply affecting memoir with sharp
analysis and a fascinating insider perspective on day-to-day life in the force. It is
a touchstone for the silent many who have either tried to ignore abuse for the
sake of their career or who have been bullied out of their jobs. It paints a
sobering portrait of an institution that has not yet learned the lessons of the past
and whose prejudice is informing the cases it chooses to investigate and the way
it investigates them. And it asks the important question: what needs to change?
‘Probably the best cop novel ever written’ Lee Child From the New York Times
bestselling author of The Cartel – winner of the Ian Fleming Steel Dagger Award
for Best Thriller of the Year – comes The Force, a cinematic epic as explosive,
powerful, and unforgettable as The Wire.
He was a white, suburban bachelor. A total square. Lived with his mother.
Worked for an insurance company. She was a black, tough, streetwise cop. Then
somebody stole a quarter million dollars worth of rare comic books. And then
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people started getting murdered. Lindsey and Plum were like oil and water, but
they had to work together, like it or not! Joe Gores, author of Hammett and other
novels, said: "Lupoff writes with intelligence, humor, wisdom, and a zest for life.
He had a lot of fun writing this book, and it shows; because of it, we have a lot of
fun reading it." The Comic Book Killer is the first volume in Richard A. Lupoff's
hugely popular Lindsey-and-Plum series. Readers will cheer the return of these
grand characters and their exciting investigations.
Police officers today face unprecedented challenges--anti-police sentiment,
increased danger, massive public scrutiny, and the ever-present threat of
terrorism. Now thoroughly updated, this trusted resource has already helped over
125,000 police families manage the stress of the job and create a supportive
home environment where everyone can thrive. The third edition includes new
stories from police families, new chapters on relationships and living through
troubled times, and fully updated resources. Discussions of trauma and
resilience, domestic abuse, and addictions have been expanded with the latest
information and practical advice. Whether they read the book cover to cover or
refer to it when problems arise, families will find no-nonsense guidance they can
depend on. Mental health professionals, see also Counseling Cops: What
Clinicians Need to Know, by Ellen Kirschman, Mark Kamena, and Joel Fay.
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Television dramas, reality shows, and police procedural mystery novels may try
to replicate the truth of a cops life, but sometimes the real story is strangerand
more entertaining. In more than thirty engaging anecdotes, Cop Stories gives a
no-holds-barred inside look at the experiences of Dick Ellwood, police officer for
the Baltimore Police Department from 1965 through his retirement in 1990. He
vividly depicts the teeming street life of one of the most dangerous cities in the
nation. From walking a beat in his boyhood neighborhood and his adrenalinefueled work in vice to his ascent to detective and eventually supervisor in the
homicide unit, Ellwood doesnt miss a chance to get down and dirty with the gritty
details you wont find on primetime TV. In addition to investigating murders,
arresting prostitutes, and fighting corruption, Ellwood had his lighter moments. He
arrested his childhood hero, Mickey Mantle, for public drunkenness, and was
propositioned in a gay night club. He also participated in history by working the
race riots of 1968 and learned more than he wanted to know about arson.
Spanning the turbulent times of the sixties through the decadence of the eighties,
Cop Stories reveals what it truly means to protect, serve, and live the life of a
tough, dedicated cop.
A book about Jason's journey, to fulfill a dream and become a police officer. After
witnessing several traumatic events that dream had became a nightmare, as he
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continued to struggle he finally sought and received help. He received a
diagnoses of severe PTSD from 2 psychologist in 2014, by 2016 he had returned
to full duty, where he continues, enjoying his life and work. In 2020 Jason wrote
this book as inspiration for the many others walking though this challenge, and an
encouragement that they are not alone, and do not have to feel that they are.
After a traumatic experience, we are told time and time again to take care of
ourselves and reach out to the people we love. But what happens when you
reach out and your partner can't reach back? This book is for people in
relationships where either partner has faced trauma in any of its forms: violence,
natural disasters, war, life-threatening accidents, crime, health problems, or loss
of a loved one. One or both partners can use Healing Together to recover from
trauma or help their partner recover by understanding the impact of trauma,
learning to communicate their needs, managing anger, dealing with traumatic
memories, recapturing lost intimacy, and recognizing their resiliency as a couple.
The practical, step-by-step program presented in this guide is inspired and
informed by the authors' clinical experiences with patients suffering from posttraumatic stress disorder and their work with firefighters and their partners in the
aftermath of 9/11. In the wake of tragedy, this book can help you build a resilient
relationship and move forward with compassion, hope, and love. Healing
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Together is a beautiful book… an invaluable resource that will help couples face
their traumas together. -Sue Johnson, Ph.D., professor of psychology at
University of Ottawa and author of Hold Me Tight
"Grappling with many of the themes Philip K. Dick is best known for--identity,
altered reality, drug use, and dystopias--Flow My Tears, the Policeman Said is
both a rollicking chase story and a meditation on reality. Jason Taverner--talk
show host and man-about-town--wakes one day to find that no one knows who
he is. In a society where lack of identification is a crime, Taverner must evade the
secret police while trying to unravel the mystery of why no one remembers him"-The American police novel emerged soon after World War II and by the end of the century it
was one of the most important forms of American crime fiction. The vogue for either Holmesian
genius or the plucky amateur detective dominated mystery fiction until mid-century; the police
hero offered a way to make the traditional mystery story contemporary. The police novel
reflects sociology and history, and addresses issues tied to the police force, such as
corruption, management, and brutality. Since the police novel reflects current events, the
changing natures of crime, court procedures, and legislation have an impact on its plots and
messages. An examination of the police novel covers both the evolution of a genre of fiction
and American culture in general. This work traces the emergence of the police officer as hero
and the police novel as a significant popular genre, from the cameo appearances of police in
detective novels of the 1930s and 1940s through the serial killer and forensic novels of the
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1990s. It follows the ways in which professional writers and police officers turned writers view
the police individually and collectively. The work chronicles the ways in which changes in the
law and society have affected the actions of the police and shows how the protagonists of
police novels have changed in gender, race, nationality, sexual orientation, and age over the
years. The major writers examined begin with Julian Hawthorne in the nineteenth century, and
include such writers as S.S. van Dine, Ellery Queen, Erle Stanley Gardner, Ed McBain,
Chester Himes, MacKinley Kantor, Hillary Waugh, Dorothy Uhnak, Joseph Wambaugh, Bob
Leuci, W.E.B. Griffin, and Carol O’Connor.
This book examines how fifty police officers in South Australia keep well and "bounce back"
from duty-related traumatic experience in the absence of practical, accessible and timely
organisational support. It investigates mechanisms police officers presently use to "normalise"
their duty-related traumatic experiences to preserve the delicate professional balance between
"coping" and "psychic numbing" and avoid the much publicised perils of a PTSD diagnosis,
while being appropriately responsive to colleagues, victims and survivors in their daily work
environment. By revealing how police officers manage trauma--outside of the expectations of
mental health professionals, union representatives and police leadership--innovative
approaches and recommendations are offered to support first responders in moving from
assumptions of post-traumatic stress and through post-traumatic growth. The book considers
recent advances in post-traumatic growth and resilience theory and reinterprets exposure in a
positive context, as well as preventative experiences in Australia and internationally. .
A frosty television host, a bubbly bar owner, and a litter of abandoned kittens. The recipe for
ratings gold...or heartbreak? Eve Marlow has her eyes on the prize: a third season of her
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popular business makeover show, Do Over. But when her ratings take an unexpected dive,
Eve needs a blockbuster new client, or she can kiss season three goodbye. She has her work
cut out for her, and that's before she discovers a litter of newborn kittens in a trash can. Now
she's desperate to find someone to take them so she can concentrate on reviving her career.
Josie Swanson had to put her kitten rescue on the back burner when she inherited her father's
bar two years ago. Since then, she's invested all her time and energy into keeping it afloat, but
despite her best efforts, Swanson's is going under. When she gets a phone call from Eve
Marlow, host of the television show Josie applied to earlier that year, the woman she's
convinced can save her bar, Josie hopes her luck has finally turned. Eve knows what she
needs to succeed, and it isn't Josie-or her bar. There's no denying the chemistry sizzling
between them, though. Josie's personality is as vibrant as her turquoise-tipped hair. She stirs
things in Eve that haven't been stirred in a long time, but there's a reason she keeps her heart
under lock and key. Eve stands to lose a lot more than her TV show if she lets her guard down,
no matter how tempted she is to see if Josie's love would be worth the risk.
When Matt Ryan took the Raintree case, it seemed routine. He changed his mind when people
he questioned were found dead with the word "hangman" written in their blood. Then the killer
came after Matt. In this "film noir" flavored novel, a world weary detective races against time to
solve a dark and bloody twenty year old mystery before he becomes one of the dead.
When a recent spate of horrific murders is linked to a long-ago series of brutal crimes she
hoped would never resurface, Chattanooga grief counselor Audrey Sherrod, who moonlights
for the local police, soon discovers that the worst is yet to come. Original.
Policing is a consuming profession with incredibly high elements of stress. Research suggests
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that police divorce rates are more than double the national average of ordinary marriages. The
spouse's fear of physical danger, adjusting to shift work, transfers and changes in the officers'
personality are only a few of the contributing factors, but the most crucial problem is the
breakdown of communication within the relationship. From the beginning of the officers'
careers they are trained to control their emotions, and thus are accused of being cold-hearted.
Spouses agree that law enforcement officers grapple with the real-life horrors on the job and
that the bitter belief that 'cops don't cry' is sadly untrue.
This volume is the logical follow-up to the military treatment handbook: Living and Surviving in
Harm’s Way. Sharon Freeman Clevenger, Laurence Miller, Bret Moore, and Arthur Freeman
return with this dynamic handbook ideal for law enforcement agencies interested in the
psychological health of their officers. Contributors include law enforcement officers with diverse
experiences, making this handbook accessible to readers from law enforcement backgrounds.
This authoritative, comprehensive, and critical volume on the psychological aspects of police
work is a must for anyone affiliated with law enforcement.
Shortlisted for the International Booker Prize 2020, an enthralling Orwellian novel about the
terrors of state surveillance from one of Japan's greatest writers. 'Beautiful... Haunting' Sunday
Times 'A dreamlike story of dystopia' Jia Tolentino __________ Hat, ribbon, bird rose. To the
people on the island, a disappeared thing no longer has any meaning. It can be burned in the
garden, thrown in the river or handed over to the Memory Police. Soon enough, the island
forgets it ever existed. When a young novelist discovers that her editor is in danger of being
taken away by the Memory Police, she desperately wants to save him. For some reason, he
doesn't forget, and it's becoming increasingly difficult for him to hide his memories. Who knows
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what will vanish next? __________ Finalist for the National Book Award 2019 Longlisted for
the Translated Book Award 2020 New York Times 100 Notable Books of the Year 'This
timeless fable of control and loss feels more timely than ever' Guardian, Books of the Year
'Echoes the themes of George Orwell's 1984, but it has a voice and power all its own' Time 'A
novel that makes us see differently... A masterpiece' Madeleine Thien

Kelli MacCabe is a no nonsense detective with a tough exterior. Only a select few know
her as a loyal, loving friend. Committed to her family, her friends, and her job, Kelli puts
her needs behind everyone else's. As a surgeon, Nora Whitmore is used to being in
control. The hospital is her life and leaves room for little else. Respected by her
colleagues, but misunderstood by the residents, Nora takes what she needs and keeps
everyone at arm's length. In the process, she creates unexpected enemies. Tragedy
brings them together. As chaos grows around them, the lines between them begin to
blur. Despite being from different worlds, friendship grows between them, turning
quickly to attraction. Will these two strong, independent women find a way to deal with
their individual baggage? Or will they be overcome by it?
My life in journalism, which began covering a notorious, and until now unsolved murder
in Connecticut, led to attempts on my life by cops in two states. You don’t have to be
black to have cops wanting you dead! I uncovered newspaper corruption wherever I
went during my thirty-year career, and also found corruption and dysfunction in
government at all levels. I ended up homeless, first on East Coast streets and later in
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New Mexico, due to the duplicitous nature of some of the papers I wrote for, which
promise truth but give anything but. Part I details my poisoning at the hands of
constabularies and others in Louisiana, after I exposed an until now unpublished
account of a massacre of black soldiers in 1942, which was covered up by the Army
and my newspaper. Part II describes homelessness in detail from a first-hand
perspective, both on the East Coast and in New Mexico, and it features columns I
published while on the streets. Part III describes the effort of Santa Fe cops to eliminate
me permanently after I'd become a thorn in the sides of corrupt officials and
newspapers by filing forty-odd lawsuits. I must be a cat in disguise, since I wrote for
newspapers in at least nine states and am still alive to tell the tale. I hope this book will
precipitate change in journalism, the love of my life.
In 2004, Brian Knowler was the first police officer at the scene of a fatal collision. The
driver who died was a close friend of Brian's and died while Brian was attempting to
save his life. For 8 years, Brian hid the physical and psychological effects of that
evening while his personal and professional life crashed around him. In 2012, he finally
admitted that he had a problem and was diagnosed with PTSD. In the years since then,
he has regained control of his life. This book is the story of Brian's journey from the
fateful night of his friend's death to a place where he can now tell the tale of his descent
into blackness, and his climb back, with complete candor and honesty. The book also
includes a chapter by Brian's wife on her experiences as a proud police wife who
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watched her husband turn into a man she didn't recognize, but fought alongside of him
to heal and rebuild their lives. It is the story of one family's trek from the darkness to the
other side of broken.
When linguist Andrea Davis finds the body of one of her favorite professors, she notices
the note pinned to the corpse is written in Old English—and the murder scene is straight
out of an ancient tale. Shock and grief are not the only emotions she feels. Disbelief,
unease, and attraction run amok when she spies Brady Lancaster—the detective in
charge of the scene. Detective Brady Lancaster is drawn to the quiet fire burning
behind the terror in Andrea's eyes, even if she did stand him up once. But when more
bodies turn up, each bearing a similar note, her status as a witness changes—now she
is at the head of their suspect list. To prove her innocence, Brady will have to go
rogue—before she becomes the killer's next target.
Steve Osborne has seen a thing or two in his twenty years in the New York Police
Department (NYPD) -- some harmless things, some definitely not. In "Stakeout," Steve
and his partner mistake a Manhattan dentist for an armed robbery suspect and reduce
the man down to a puddle of snot and tears when questioning him. In "Mug Shot," the
mother of a suspected criminal makes a strange request and provides a sobering
reminder of the humanity at stake in his profession. And in "Home," the image of his
family provides the adrenaline he needs to fight for his life when assaulted by two
armed and violent crackheads. From his days as a rookie cop to the time spent
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patrolling in the Anti-Crime Unit -- and his visceral, harrowing recollections of working
during 9/11 -- Steve Osborne's stories capture both the absurdity of police work and the
bravery of those who do it. His stories will speak to those nostalgic for the New York
City of the 1980s and '90s, a bygone era of when the city was a crazier, more
dangerous (and possibly more interesting) place.
It's Christmas in Aberystwyth and a man wearing a red-and-white robe is found brutally
murdered in a Chinatown alley. A single word is scrawled in his blood on the pavement:
'Hoffmann'. But who is Hoffmann? This time, Aberystwyth's celebrated crime-fighter,
Louie Knight, finds himself caught up in a brilliant pastiche of a cold-war spy thriller.
From Patagonia to Aberystwyth, Louie trails a legendary stolen document said to
contain an astonishing revelation about the ultimate fate of Butch Cassidy and the
Sundance Kid, but he's not the only one who wants it. A bewildering array of silverhaired spies has descended on Aberystwyth, all lured out of retirement by one
tantalising rumour: Hoffmann has come in from the Cold. Louie Knight, who still hasn't
wrapped up his presents, just wishes he could have waited until after the holiday.
Sing, and Don't Cry is Cate Kennedy's sensual and touching evocation of her time
spent working as a volunteer in small town Mexico. The people she comes to love in
Tequisquiapan, and their gusto for celebration, pilgrimage and family, force her to cast
a penetrating light on her own Western values and ways. ?What is truly essential, and
who is truly poor?' asks Kennedy in a book that also challenges the reader to care more
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for his or her world. Described as ?a travel book with a social conscience' this essential
memoir, from the award'winning fiction writer and poet, is funny, warm, yet ultimately
disarming.
"Dark, gorgeous...feels authentically Chinese and it works like a charm." --Washington
Post Book World on A Case of Two Cities In Don't Cry, Tai Lake by Qiu Xiaolong, Chief
Inspector Chen Cao of the Shanghai Police Department is offered a bit of luxury by
friends and supporters within the Party – a week's vacation at a luxurious resort near
Lake Tai, a week where he can relax, and recover, undisturbed by outside demands or
disruptions. Unfortunately, the once beautiful Lake Tai, renowned for its clear waters, is
now covered by fetid algae, its waters polluted by toxic runoff from local manufacturing
plants. Then the director of one of the manufacturing plants responsible for the pollution
is murdered and the leader of the local ecological group is the primary suspect of the
local police. Now Inspector Chen must tread carefully if he is to uncover the truth
behind the brutal murder and find a measure of justice for both the victim and the
accused.
It’s shortly after World War II in Eastern Europe when a tormented young woman steps up to
the door of a speeding train...and prepares to throw her baby outside. What happens next will
forever alter the lives of the young woman, the horrified teacher who steps up to stop her...and
the three-month old baby born into such dark circumstances. And so begins the life of
Yugoslavian Ramona, whose childhood will be terribly marred by the weaknesses of those
entrusted with her care. Buffeted from place to place with the violent secrets of how she came
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to be slowly revealed to her, Ramona eventually decides to leave the horrors of her childhood
behind for a new start in Canada. There she begins to find her way and learn to love...until
fresh tragedy sends her life off course and she finds herself trapped in an abusive marriage as
miserable as her childhood. But Ramona has endured so much; she has vast reservoirs of
strength within her. Now with two children of her own to protect, she slowly begins to extricate
herself from the horror of her marriage to build a new life, free of abuse at last.
In this, the Second Edition, Dr. Holbrook has added new chapters on tactical teams and police
officer's wives, and he expanded existing chapters. This is a self-help book intended for police
officers and their families but the material is applicable to all first-responders, servicemen and
women, and veterans. The book is a practical guide for anyone who wants to improve their life
by living better and improving their sleep. The author, Mark Holbrook has a Ph.D. in clinical
psychology and he is in private practice in Maine. He works primarily with police officers, active
duty military personnel and their families.
Written by a former police officer with a Ph.D. in clinical psychology this book arms police
officers against the hidden villains of law enforcement. Filled with case studies, this book
provides the information not usually found in police training. This book should be read by every
police officer and anyone who loves a cop.
The police urgently need Harry Hole A killer is stalking Oslo's streets. Police officers are being
slain at the scenes of crimes they once investigated, but failed to solve. The murders are
brutal, the media reaction hysterical. But this time, Harry can't help anyone For years, detective
Harry Hole has been at the centre of every major criminal investigation in Oslo. His dedication
to his job and his brilliant insights have saved the lives of countless people. But now, with
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those he loves most facing terrible danger, Harry can't protect anyone. Least of all himself.
"Supporting life behind the thin blue line."
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